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Prior’s Column

saint bernard’s ‘three freedoms’

O
Br. André Marie,
M.I.C.M., Prior

ver eight centuries
For clarity, I should note here that there are acts that
before Franklin D.
men do that are not voluntary and therefore not free. These
Roosevelt articulated
are things we have in common with the beasts, like respirahis “Four Freedoms,” a shorter
tion, digestion, and the myriad other activities our bodies
and much better list of freeperform every moment to keep us alive and functioning at
doms was elucidated by the
the level of mere sentient activity. Philosophers call such acts
young abbot of the new monas- “actus hominis” (acts of a man) as distinguished from “actus
tery of Clairvaux, one Bernard
humanus” (human acts). “Human” here means rational and
by name.
volitional.

In his work On Grace and
Free Choice (De Gratia et libero arbitrio), Saint Bernard
(1090-1153) distinguished three kinds of freedom: of nature,
of grace, and of glory. The first is freedom from necessity;
the second, from sin; and the third, from suffering. All three
concern man’s inner life, where all true freedom resides,
rather than extrinsic factors. (For a timely example of what
I mean by “extrinsic factors,” we might consider freedom
from external compulsion to receive an unethically sourced,
unnecessary, and ineffective vaccine against an illness that
99.7% of people who contract it survive.) For us moderns,
like Roosevelt, the tendency is to locate freedom outside of
ourselves, but that is not what Saint Bernard had in mind.
Real freedom, I repeat, is an interior reality, and all three of
these freedoms are interior.
The Calvinists and Lutherans, who exaggerated the effects
of the Fall, denied that man’s will is free. They would have
done well to read Saint Bernard, who based his argumentation solidly on Holy Scripture. So, too, do modern schools
of psychological determinism deny — or at least detract
from — the freedom of the will. But Saint Bernard, writing
with great philosophical certitude and liberty, shows that the
will by its very nature is free.

The following sentence from On Grace and Free Choice
may be long and need to be read two or three times, but it
is very illuminating of the truth concerning man’s will being
free and the consequent moral responsibility we all shoulder
by virtue of our freely chosen acts:
Only the will, then, since, by reason of its innate
freedom, it can be compelled by no force or necessity
to dissent from itself, or to consent in any matter in
spite of itself, makes a creature righteous or unrighteous, capable and deserving of happiness or of sorrow,
insofar as it shall have consented to righteousness or
unrighteousness. [All excerpts here are from the Cistercian Publications’ edition of the work, translated by
Daniel O’Donolan, OSCO.]
The truth that “sin is in the will,” is an immediate
conclusion from what Saint Bernard writes here. While we
might be externally influenced, threatened, cajoled, directed,
encouraged, etc., in our will we always remain radically free.
This is an anthropological or psychological fact that follows
from our very nature as it was created by God, prescinding
from the Fall. It is the basis of all merit and culpability and,
therefore, of the notions of reward and punishment.

Over and above this first freedom, the innate freedom of
This innate freedom of the will, in addition to our intelnature, are the two other freedoms (that from sin, and that
lect, is what makes us in the image and likeness of God, and
from sorrow) which are not natural endowments but superthe Master of Clairvaux notes that this first freedom has
natural gifts.
nothing to do with whether we are good or bad: “Freedom
Saint Bernard explains that freedom from sin is what
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“liberated” from God’s holiness or righteoushave those faculties, but our intellect and will tower over
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a
false and damning freedom.] … But now
them and make our acts human acts and therefore voluntary
being made free from sin, and become servants to God, you
and free acts. As the Cistercian Doctor puts it negatively,
have
your fruit unto sanctification, and the end life everlast“What is done by necessity does not derive from the will and
ing”
(Rom.
6:20, 22).
vice versa.”
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Citing Our Lord saying, “If therefore the son shall make
you free, you shall be free indeed” (John 8:36), Saint Bernard tells us:
He meant that even free choice stands in need of
a liberator, but one, of course, who would set it free,
not from necessity which was quite unknown to it
since this pertains to the will, but rather from sin, into
which it has fallen both freely and willingly, and also
from the penalty of sin which it carelessly incurred
and has unwillingly borne.
We ought not quickly pass over the profound thought
that “even free choice stands in need of a liberator.” The
words are beautiful, yes, but there is more than mere aesthetics here. Our free will, after the Fall, contracted the defect
Saint Thomas calls “malice,” and needs to be saved from it,
or freed. The liberator in question is, of course, that Man
who knew no sin, and who always was and always remains
absolutely free from sin. Citing Psalm 87:6, Saint Bernard
calls Christ, “[He who] alone of all men was made free
among the dead; free, that is, from sin in the midst of sinners.”
Concerning this “second freedom” — freedom from sin —
the Mellifluous Doctor eloquently addresses the question of
good will versus bad will in words that should encourage us
(my emphasis):
When a person complains and says: “I wish I could
have a good will, but I just can’t manage it,” this in
no way argues against the freedom [from necessity,
the “first freedom”] of which we have been speaking,
as if the will thus suffered violence or were subject to
necessity. Rather is he witnessing to the fact that he
lacks that freedom which is called freedom from sin.
Because, whoever wants to have a good will proves
thereby that he has a will, since his desire is aimed at
good only through his will. And if he finds himself
unable to have a good will whereas he really wants to,
then this is because he feels freedom is lacking in him,
freedom namely from sin, by which it pains him that
his will is oppressed, though not suppressed. Indeed it
is more than likely that, since he wants to have a good
will, he does, in fact, to some extent, have it. What he
wants is good, and he could hardly want good otherwise than by means of good will; just as he could want
evil only by a bad will. When we desire good, then
our will is good; when evil, evil. In either case, there is
will; and everywhere freedom; necessity yields to will.
But if we are unable to do what we will, we feel that
freedom itself is somehow captive to sin, or that it is
unhappy, not that it is lost.

The words here rendered “oppressed, though not suppressed” are premi non perimi, and are difficult to translate,
but the sense is that, though the will is in part impaired (by
sin), it is not rendered powerless. Moral theologians of later
ages would develop in detail the Church’s accepted moral
doctrine concerning the diminishing of the freedom of the
will by habitual sin, yet the notion is here in seminal form in
Saint Bernard. The doctrine here explained is very consoling.
If we will the good but yet sin, there is still some good in
us. The remedy is grace, the major burden of Saint Bernard’s book, which is there for us if we but ask of it. For that
reason and others, in the practical order, prayer is the main
point of contact between God’s grace and our free will. It
opens us to the remedy our will needs. Without prayer, even
the sacraments will avail us but little because we lack the
necessary dispositions to receive the remedies they contain.
Concerning the “third freedom,” that from suffering, or,
as he also calls it, “the freedom of glory,” the Cistercian
abbot is clear that it is not for this life, but the next, for “it
is reserved for us in our homeland” of Heaven:
There is also a freedom from sorrow, of which the
Apostle again says: “The creation itself will be set
free from its bondage to decay and obtain the glorious liberty of the children of God” [Rom. 8:21]. But
would anyone in this mortal condition dare arrogate
to himself even this kind of freedom?
He further adds that, by this third freedom:
[W]e are raised up to glory, a perfect creature in
the Spirit. [And] … by it, we cast down death itself. …
Finally, by the last-named, in our own more perfect
submission to ourselves through victory over corruption and death — when, that is, death shall be last of
all destroyed [1 Cor. 15:26] — we will pass over into
the glorious freedom of the sons of God [Rom. 8:21],
the freedom by which Christ will set us free, when he
delivers us as a kingdom to God the Father.[Cf. 1 Cor.
15:24]”
We are living in a time when our civic freedoms seem imperiled by an emerging biometric security state, an Orwellian
oligarchic kleptocracy that demands we give up our freedoms
for the lying promises of safety, security, and now health. In
the midst of these mendacious statist shenanigans — so obvious to those not drinking the Kool-Aid of mainstream media
and Big Tech — let us more and more cherish and cling to
our real freedoms which are ours by Baptism and the giving
of the Holy Ghost… and which no man can take from us. ■
Email Brother André Marie at bam@catholicism.org.
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Convent Corner
seaside psychology

T

ake a deep breath, close
your eyes, and imagine
that you are sitting on a
large, weathered rock, surrounded by the golden sands
of a seashore. Warm rays of
sunshine and a salty breeze
Sr. Marie Thérèse, M.I.C.M.,
gently caress your face. Ah!
Prioress
Breathe in that ocean air! Now
open your eyes and see the sparkle of the sun on the bluegreen waves, as giant, puffy clouds float by. The sound of
the waves is so relaxing. Rocky cliffs are beaten by the surf
in the distance causing a double rainbow full of brilliant
color! And up there, a faint crescent of moon glints in the
cobalt sky. Just beautiful!
Up to this moment, you have been experiencing the wonders of mineral creation. Yes, dear Reader, not one, single
thing in that symphony of delights was alive.
But the creature that just touched your ankle as it was
propelled by the ocean breeze is vastly different than anything you have been enjoying. It is a living thing. Yes, this
grass has been taking in nutrition, growing and producing
seed for some time now. It has been demonstrating its possession of the three basic powers of a living creature: assimilation, growth and reproduction.
But, no matter what threatens it, the grass cannot get
up and run away. It is only a plant, and so lacks the amazing power of locomotion. If it could feel pain, it would be
appropriate for it to have the power to flee. But animals can
feel pain, and so the power of locomotion propels us from
the plant world into the animal world.
Feeling pain is proper to the sense of touch. Yes, and that
is just one of the five senses that you are already familiar
with: seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching. These
five senses are gifts from our Creator. They are all precious
means of knowledge. A cow tasting the goodness of sweet
clover; an eagle sighting a rabbit from miles above; a rabbit
hearing the far-off quiet tread
of a hunter’s boot; a wild goat
smelling a hungry wolf.
The information gained from
these senses is internalized and
organized by the four inner senses: imagination, sense memory,
instinct (otherwise called the “estimative sense” in human beings)
and sensus communis (the technical term, “common sense”—
not what we usually think of as
common sense). And so, a rabbit
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might hear a fox stalking it. This information enters the
sense memory/imagination in the form of a phantasm (kind
of like a recorded file or photograph). The “common sense”
collates the data: what a fox looks like, what it smells like,
what it sounds like, what its teeth feel like, and knowledge
of “fox” is constructed in the sense memory. When the scent
of fox comes through the rabbits nose, the whole image of
“fox” leaps into its imagination/sense memory! But what is
the rabbit to do with that knowledge? So far, we are merely
talking day-dreams (or perhaps day-mares). A sort of “all-inthe-head” affair.
But remember, animals have the power of locomotion.
Which means, they move. When? Why? The term “emotion” comes in here. The emotions are meant to put us into
“motion”. And, the animals are equipped with these powers
just like we are. To be complete, these powers are also called
“the passions” and there are two groups of them.
For daily maintenance, the concupiscibles come into play.
They function in pairs. So, a cat loves a mouse and hates
water. A dog desires a bone and has an aversion to salad. A
warm rock gives a snake pleasure and snow gives him pain.
Notice how these pairs of concupiscibles “move” creatures
toward what is good for them and away from what is not
good for them.
But, you know, dear Reader, there are those times when
emergencies come up and things just don’t go as usual. Danger threatens. Now, the emergency passions, called the irascibles, come into play. So, a cat may fear a dog and run for
safety. But when it finds itself in a difficult situation, it may
dare to do something it never usually would, such as leaping
over the dog onto a railing. But, when the dog remains in
hot pursuit, the cat may end up cornered. In hope, it may
quickly pace and look around. The cat may determine that
there is no possible escape, and despair of finding a way
out. At this point, the passion of anger takes over as the last
resort for survival (so you can see why anger has nothing
paired with it). Our kitty becomes a miniature, ferocious
lion and will fight to the death
against this dog. Thus, cats often
end up surviving!
And now, dear Reader, we
have had a speedy overview of
all material creation! Except one:
Man. We have all the qualities
of the minerals, the plants and
the animals. But, we also have
a rational, therefore spiritual,
therefore immortal soul. This
rationality entails two powers
added to the twenty four we just
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reviewed: intellect and will. With these, man is like the angels and God Himself. No animal has intellect or free will.
They don’t need them! Man needs intellect and will because
his end is beyond nature and requires spiritual powers to
fulfill it. By the intellect we can know things beyond matter.
With our will, we can choose a spiritual good over a merely
material good. In summary: with our intellect we can know
good and evil. With our will, we can freely choose it.
Dear Reader, I hope that you will now take a new look

at the beauty of God’s Creation on a daily and hourly basis.
The weed pushing through the sidewalk and the squirrel darting between hope and despair in front of your car
should help to propel you into a more contemplative union
with God. If you study a little Thomistic psychology, even a
grain of sand can help propel you to the heights of contemplation! ■

Email Sister Marie Thérèse at convent@catholicism.org

Brother André Marie’s radio show is on the Veritas Radio Network’s “Crusade
Channel.” Each weekly one-hour episode airs on Wednesday night at 8:00 pm
Eastern (7:00 pm Central) and is then rebroadcast on Friday at 7:00 pm Eastern
(6:00 pm Central), and again on the following Monday at 3:00 pm Eastern
(2:00 pm Central) and 7:00 pm Eastern (6:00 pm Central)
“How do I listen?” It’s easy! Just log on to: www.reconquest.net
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Kelly Forum
we are unprofitable servants

D
Mr. Brian Kelly

(Luke 17: 9-10).

oth he thank that servant,
for doing the things which
he commanded him? I
think not. So you also, when you
shall have done all these things
that are commanded you, say: We
are unprofitable servants; we have
done that which we ought to do

Our Lord spoke these challenging words to His Apostles
after first accepting their prayer for Him to “increase [their]
faith” assuring them that if they had faith the size of a mustard
seed they could say [pointing to a mulberry tree] “Be thou
rooted up, and be thou transplanted into the sea: and it would
obey you” and, second, offering them the example of a master
who required his servants, after their duties in the fields were
finished, to serve him his supper before they dined themselves.
What relationship is there between these two analogues?
The first indeed is a supernatural effect of the kind of faith that
can “move mountains” and the second is simply a work in the
order of natural justice. The servants were hired to plough,
feed cattle, and prepare and serve supper to the master of the
estate. Doing so was their duty, their work for a wage. Hence,
they were due no privilege beyond receiving their pay and a
meal. No, they were not even owed a “thank you” from the
master, not in strict justice. Thanks are due in justice when a
man renders a service to another gratuitously without payment.
Therefore, the lesson is this. Be humble. Account yourselves
“unprofitable” (some translations have “useless”) servants when
you do those things that are your duty to do in obedience to
God’s natural law. The Creator is due obedience from His creature. Only man in all material creation can refuse this obedience, because he was created with a free will. Such obedience,
however, is of no profit toward a supernatural reward. It is our
duty. It is, of course, of profit toward a natural reward, but
man was not created for eating and drinking (the reward God
gives of the fruits of manual labor) but for the beatific vision
and eternal life in glory. “[E]ye hath not seen, nor ear heard,
neither hath it entered into the heart of man, what things God
hath prepared for them that love him” (1 Cor. 2:9).
Cornelius à Lapide comments: “For although our works, as
far as they are ours, are of little or no value, yet so far as they
flow from the grace of Christ, and are therefore the works of
Christ, our head, they are of great worth and desert, and do
merit, as such, eternal glory; for grace is the seed of glory;
especially as God, of His immeasurable goodness, has been
pleased to promise to them, as done by the grace of Christ,
eternal glory.”
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As members of Christ through baptism we are called not
only to renounce Satan and his works but to perform works of
supererogation. Saint Bede says “So there is laid upon us the
necessity of doing all things that God has commanded, and
by fresh diligence, of always increasing our former services.” (a
Lapide on Luke 17)
Saint Ambrose adds, “As we not only do not say to our servant, take thy repose, but require of him a further service, and
give him no thanks, so neither does the Lord permit in us one
only work, for all while living ought to work always. Acknowledge we ourselves therefore to be servants, lending very many
acts of obedience on interest. Nor should we exalt ourselves,
because we are called the sons of God. Grace is to be acknowledged, but nature is not to be passed over, nor should we boast
ourselves, if we have served well in that which we ought to do.
The sun obeys, the moon submits, the angels serve.” (ibid, à
Lapide)
These acts of charity and obedience, to which we are called,
are, in grace, a duty that is fulfilled from love of God, not fear.
They are beyond strict justice. That is why they are supernaturally meritorious. And woe to us if we do not cooperate with
so wonderful a gift of grace. As Saint Paul said, “Woe is unto
me if I preach not the gospel,” because God has commanded
me to do so. (1 Cor. ix. 16).
Probably no doctor of the Church devoted more commentary on this passage than Saint Bernard. In his treatise
de Præcept et Dispens., he thus explains the matter, “We are
unprofitable servants, we have done what we ought;” i.e. if
you are content with the mere precept and traditions of the
law, and do not give yourselves up to the counsels and persuasions of perfection, you are free indeed from debt, but you are
not praiseworthy for merit; you have escaped punishment, you
have not gained the crown. (ibid, à Lapide)
“Behold,” says Saint Bernard, “He is at the door who made
the heavens and the earth. He is thy Creator and thou art His
creature: thou art the end of His work.” And again, “[W]e
owe all our lives to Christ Jesus, for He laid down His life for
us, and endured bitter torments, that we might not have to
undergo eternal ones. . . .When I give to Him all that I am,
all that I can do, is not this as a star to the sun, a drop to
the river, a stone to the mountain, a grain to the heap?” (4th
sermon, Psalm 15) And, in his work, De Deo diligendo: “If I
owe my whole self for my first creation, what shall I add for
my second, and that brought about as it was? For a second
creation is not effected as easily as a first. He who made me
once and only by a word, in creating me a second time spoke
many words and did wonderful things and endured hard
things, and not only hard but even undeserved things. In the
first creation He gave me to myself, in the second He gave
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Himself to me, and when He gave Himself to me He restored
me to myself. Given, then, and restored, I owe myself for
myself, and I have a double debt. What reward shall I give
to God for Himself, for if I were to weigh myself a thousand
times, what am I to God?” (my emphasis)

selves without value, is found in few, and therefore many admire it. This I say, this assuredly makes you, from illustrious,
even more illustrious; from holy, more holy; and wherever
this report is published it fills all things with the odour of
sweetness.” (152nd Epistle)

À Lapide summarizes the exegetical contributions of other
fathers thusly: “Again, we are unprofitable, because we sin in
many things, and many of our words are infected by negligence or vainglory or some other fault. In addition to this,
our actions, if looked upon with strictness, as they proceed
from men, are without value to the meriting of the grace and
glory of God: according to the Apostle, Rom. viii. 18. Lastly,
all our actions derive the dignity of worth and merit from
the grace and promise of God, and are useful to ourselves,
not to Him. Hence the Arabic reads, ‘We are indeed useless
servants, for we have done that which was our interest to
do.’”

Finally, à Lapide notes that Saint Augustine, for useless
servants (inutiles) reads super-vacui, men at leisure, who
after their labour look for repose; that eternal reward and
glory which far surpass and exceed all their toil. “Nothing
remains for us to do: we have finished our trial, there awaits
us a crown of righteousness. We may say all things of that
ineffable perfruition, and the more all things can be said
the less can anything be said worthily; for it is the light of
the illuminator, the repose of the toiler, the country of the
returned wanderer, the food of the needy, the crown of the
conqueror, whatever the temporal goods of unbelievers the
holiness of the sons of God will find others more true, and
such as will remain in the Creator to all eternity.” (Augustine
on Romans 8:18) ■ Email Brian Kelly at bdk@catholicism.org.

And to certain monks of the Alps Saint Bernard wrote:
“You account yourselves unprofitable, and you have been
found to be humble. To act rightly, and yet to think them-
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26TH ANNUAL PILGRIMAGE FOR RESTORATION
COME TO RESTORE. THE REST WILL COME.

A Traditional Walking Pilgrimage
September 24-26 2021 A.D.
Friday to Sunday
The ‘Auriesville’ Pilgrimage relocated to Eastern Pennsylvania in Allentown, due to the continued lockdowns in
New York State. Those interested in making pilgrimage with the SBC community should sign up for the IHM
Brigade (women) or the St. Joseph Brigade (men).
Episode 5 on the Reconquest Show is on making pilgrimage, its history and purpose. See page 5.
Can’t come? To request prayers, financially sponsor a pilgrim, or participate from home, go here:
www.national-coalition.org/w/pilgrimage-without-travel/

More information and sign up at
pilgrimage-for-restoration.org
610-435-2634 / mail@pilgrimage-for-restoration.org
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Limited Time Package Deal

$60 value for $25!
This package includes:
Fish on Friday
By Father Leonard Feeney, M.I.C.M.
In Towns and Little Towns
By Father Leonard Feeney, M.I.C.M.
Our Glorious Popes
By Sr. Catherine Goddard Clark, M.I.C.M.
Divine Alchemy
By Brother Francis Maluf, M.I.C.M.
They Fought The Good Fight
By Brother Thomas Mary Sennott, M.I.C.M.

Go to www.store.catholicism.org
for these and other discounted books.
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prefect ’s column

murders in the cathedral, part ii

T

his article is a follow-up
to Part I in the last Mancipia where we covered
four deaths. All those listed below were slain either in or from
a church or cathedral for the
Bother John Marie Vianney, one true Faith, outside of which
M.I.C.M., Tert., Prefect
there is no salvation whatsoever.
5. Saint Autonomus (300) Feast September 12. He is
also known as Autonomo. Little is written about him, but
we know he was a bishop who fled to Bithynia, located in
present-day Turkey, from Italy, in order to avoid the persecution of the extraordinarily cruel Emperor Diocletian. The
Roman Martyrology says he made many converts and then
was martyred at the altar, by enraged Gentiles, while celebrating the Mass. Another source has him arrested by the Roman
authorities and then murdered.
6. Saint Andrew of Avellino (1608) Feast November
10. Saint Andrew appears to be one of the few who died
at the altar, but was not killed there. His given name was
Lancelot. Due to his great devotion to the Cross, he took the
name Andrew, honoring the crucifixion of the Apostle. (You
may recall the Apostle hung on his X-shaped cross for two
days, preaching to his enemies in pagan Achaia in Greece.)
Andrew of Avellino was a Theatine, an order also known as
the Clerks Regular of Saint Paul. Saint Andrew was born in
Sicily, lived in Naples, and was a dear friend of Saint Charles
Borromeo.
He studied civil and
canon law and earned
the degree of doctor
in laws. He became
too enamored of the
law, which impaired
his thinking and love
of holy meditation and
prayer. He fell into error
which awakened him to
his fault. While pleading a case, apparently
of no great moment, at
the ecclesiastical court
at Naples, he entered
into a heated debate on
behalf of a friend. At
that point, a lie escaped
him. On reading holy
scripture, “The mouth
that lieth killeth the
soul.” Wisdom 1:11,
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he took that lesson to heart to such a degree and with deep
remorse and compunction, that he decided to immediately
renounce his profession. He gave himself up entirely to a life
of penance, and to the spiritual care of souls, to such a degree
that the rest of his life was a form of complete virtue.
At the foot of the altar, just as he began to say the Mass,
he thrice said, Et introibo ad altare Dei (I will go in to the
altar of God), fell down struck with apoplexy (stroke) and
died, soon after receiving the Holy Viaticum. He was eightyeight years old. He is invoked against sudden death.
7. Pope Saint Martin I (655) Feast November 12. This
Pope did not die in a cathedral or church, but he came very
close to that — twice. Butler’s Lives of the Saints tells us
the “Exarch Olympius went so far as to endeavor to procure the assassination of the Pope as he stood at the altar
in the Church of St. Mary Major (about to say Mass); but
the would-be murderer was miraculously struck blind . . . ”
Sometime thereafter, his enemies, “found him, pale and very
ill and lying in front of the great altar, when [the] soldiers
broke down the doors of the venerable old church [the Lateran Basilica] and rushed in, destroying everything in their
path . . . they surrounded the almost dying Pope, and paying
no heed to the bishops and priests who cried out against the
sacrilege — and who begged to be taken with him — they
carried Saint Martin out of the Lateran Basilica, a prisoner.”
It is probable that he died in 655 of sickness and starvation
while in exile in Cherson, southern Ukraine.

8. King Saint Canute IV of Denmark (1086) Feast
January 19. Canute was
a very pious and Godfearing Roman Catholic King of Denmark.
Realizing that the rage
of his enemies was soon
to overtake him, and
what was to happen, he
went to Odense, and
entered the church of
Saint Alban, the Martyr. Rebels surrounded
the church. The King
made a confession of
his sins at the foot of
the altar, with sincere
calm and surrender, and
received Holy Communion. The rebels failed
at setting fire to the
church. Canute’s troops
defended at the church
Death of Saint Canute
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doors, slaying the leader, but the rebels threw bricks and
stones through the windows. The shrines of relics of Saints
Alban and Oswald, which St. Canute had brought over from
England, were damaged. With death literally at the door, the
king-saint, praying with out-stretched arms before the altar,
and with great feeling and intensity, recommended his soul
into the hands of his Lord. In this position, he was murdered
with a spear, thrown through a window. King Canute was
crowned with a glorious martyrdom, falling before the altar.
One source had this event occurring during the Sacrifice of
the Mass.
It is said many miracles occurred after his death. The
country of Denmark was visited by famine and other catastrophes due to the sacrilegious assassination of the holy king.
Many who were stricken with multiple maladies were cured
by praying at the tomb of this martyr.
9. Saints Primus and Donatus (362) Feast February 9.

These two Martyr/Saints were African deacons. They were
doing what, we hope, any red-blooded true Catholic would
do today: guarding the altar against attack. Have there not
been churches vandalized, torched, graffitied, etc., today –
with the statues of the great saints, and Our Mother, effaced
or destroyed? The heretics of that era, the Donatists, rampaging North Africa, sought to destroy a Catholic church. Our
heroes were trying to defend the Church and died in the
process.
I have found at least thirty martyrs who died in a Catholic church. In some cases there were several who died in the
same attack, which would make the number much larger.
Giving our own lives to protect our Church could also
one day be our fate. Let us pray to these martyrs for the
strength to do what they did if we are called upon to do so.

■ Email Brother John Marie Vianney at toprefect@catholicism.org.

Did you Know?
The Fire of St. Elmo. An atmospheric condition
named after an Italian bishop. The static electric discharge
known as Saint Elmo’s Fire gets its name from St. Erasmus,
the Bishop of Formia, Campagna, Italy. Erasmus — or
Elmo, as his name sometimes passes into English — was
martyred by being disemboweled during the persecution
of Diocletian (c. 303). Sailors invoked his protection, and
considered the blue electrical discharges which would
sometimes appear on the masts or riggings of their ships
as a sign of his protection. The phenomenon, which can
occur naturally, eventually came to bear his name: St.
Elmo’s Fire. St. Erasmus’ feast day is June 2.
St. Vitus’ Dance: Epilepsy named after a Sicilian martyr.
Around the same time as St. Erasmus’ victory, a 12-year-old
boy named Vitus also won the palm of martyrdom, with
his companions Modestus and Crescentia. According to
some sources, a rather odd devotion to the saint, involving
dancing, developed in the Middle Ages in Germany (where
his relics had been brought in the ninth century). The sad
effects of epilepsy, which causes its sufferers spasmodic
seizures, apparently resembled this dance enough that the
disease came to be called “St. Vitus’ Dance.” Naturally, he
came to be invoked as patron of those who suffer from
epilepsy. He is also the patron of any who suffer from
oversleeping. This last fact is attributed to a detail of his
martyrdom: While he was being boiled in oil, a rooster

was thrown in with him as part of the pagan sacrifice. The
symbolism of the rooster as an “early riser” was transferred
to the martyr. June 15 is the feast day of St. Vitus and his
companions.
The Pater Noster is a prayer and... a bead, a string, a
measure of time, an architectural feature, a fishing line, an
intransitive verb, and a lake.
As readers should know, Pater noster is the beginning of
the Our Father in Latin. Because this prayer, taught to us
by Jesus Himself, was often repeated by the faithful, beads,
and strings of beads, like Rosaries, were used to keep track
of the prayer (see www.catholicism.org/rosary-history.html).
These beads, and strings of beads (or knots) became known
by the same name as the prayer. In Medieval English, the
phrase, “paternoster while” was used to denote the measure
of time it took to say one Our Father. As an architectural
feature, pater noster is a beadwork ornamentation used
in moldings. The fishing line known by the name is one
with many hooks and bead-shaped sinkers. “To paternoster”
(the intransitive verb) is to fish with one of these lines.
Finally, the kind of lake known as a “pater noster” is one in
a series of lakes formed in a glacial valley, which, together,
resemble beads on a string. (Source: Webster’s Third New
International Dictionary, Unabridged.)
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Founder’s Column

the annunciation

W

hen the Blessed Virgin
just before the ultimate consummation of things, at the end
Mary, the spouse of the
of the world.
angelic Joseph, the royal
Daniel the prophet speaks of Gabriel as the Man of God.
son of David, was fourteen years,
This does not mean that Gabriel is a man, but that he, in
six months and seventeen days old,
the perfect guise of a man, comes to bring his vivid messages
there occurred to her, and for her
straight from the thought of God to the human ears that
and through her, the greatest event
listen,
and the human eyes that see.
Father Leonard Feeney,
that ever took place since creation
MICM
It was Gabriel, this messenger-of-all-messengers, with the
was effected by God and time began.
greatest news God ever had to tell, who entered the little side
We should describe it slowly and with every reverence and
chamber
of Mary the Virgin in her house at Nazareth, on the
awe and majesty that can be felt, as we think of it.
twenty-fifth of March, found her at prayer, and, with the apThe event to which we now refer is called The Annunciapearance of a man, dropped on his knees before her and gave
tion, and it means that it was announced to Mary by God
her a message only God and himself knew. Gabriel’s words
that He wished to become man and wanted to take her for
to the little spouse of Joseph of Nazareth were these: “Hail,
His Mother, provided she would consent. The Annunciation
full of grace, the Lord is with thee: blessed art thou among
is not God’s edict or command or order to the Blessed Virgin women.”
Mary. It is rather His petition. It is something He asks of her,
Mary, the Queen of all angels, was troubled at what
and must wait for her consent until it is fulfilled.
Gabriel said because of the manner of the greeting. Why
The moment when God’s request to Mary will, by her
should she, who had forfeited the love of all men by taking
consent, be fulfilled, is called the fullness of time. This
means that time and eternity have touched in a single mo“Behold the handmaid of the Lord: be it
ment of embrace and will never separate again, either for all
done to me according to thy word.”
time or for all eternity.
Let us first consider the great messenger whom God
chose, out of His three hierarchies, His nine choirs of angels,
to bring this message to Mary, who is about to become the
Mother of God. The great messenger’s name is Gabriel, and
he is one of the seven angels who stand before the throne
of God. Three of these seven angels who stand before the
throne of God we know the names of. They are: Michael,
whose name is a question and means, Who is like to God?;
Raphael, whose name means, Medicine, or, Healing of God;
and Gabriel, whose name means, Man, or rather, Great Man
of God, Great Hero of God, or, as the Latin puts it, Fortitudo, or Virtus Dei.
Every angel is a messenger, because that is what the word
angel means. But Gabriel is the messenger of all messengers,
the mouthpiece, the megaphone of God. So completely is
this great angel and pure spirit dedicated to the work of being messenger that, when his task is assigned to him, he outfits himself for the purpose, and if his message is one from
God to man, he outfits himself as a man, when he arrives to
bring his divine greeting or divine news.
In the Old Testament, we encounter this great angel Gabriel very especially in the Book of Daniel the prophet, when
he comes to tell Daniel how long it will be from his day to
the coming of Jesus — and of Jesus’ rejection by the Jews.
He tells Daniel of the punishment of the Jews which will
follow upon their rejection of their King, then the Temple of
Jerusalem will be destroyed, never to be rebuilt again unless
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a virginal spouse as her husband, Joseph, now find an angel
in the form of a most compellingly radiant man, kneeling in
the room before her, and offering her praise?
And then Gabriel said to her, “Fear not, Mary, for thou
hast found grace with God. Behold thou shalt conceive in
thy womb and shalt bring forth a son; and thou shalt call
His name, JESUS. He shall be great, and shall be called the
Son of the Most High; and the Lord God shall give unto
Him the throne of David, His father; and He shall reign in
the house of Jacob forever. And of His kingdom there shall
be no end.”
And Mary, still eyeing him, said, “How shall this be done,
because I know not man?” And Gabriel answered and said to
her, “The Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, and the power
of the Most High shall overshadow thee. And therefore also
the Holy which shall be born of thee shall be called the Son
of God.”
And Mary said to Gabriel, “Behold the handmaid of the
Lord: be it done to me according to thy word.”
Mary was in the protection, as we see, of two great persons: Joseph, who for her sake became, as it were, an angel,
and Gabriel, who for her sake became, as it were, a man.
The fruit of the Annunciation was the Incarnation of the
Second Person of the Blessed Trinity, the Eternal Son of the
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Father, Who became in time the Child of Mary the Virgin.
In Him there is one Person and two natures, the nature of
God and the nature of man.
The Incarnation took place in the country of Palestine,
in the province of Galilee, in the town of Nazareth, in the
house of Joseph, in the womb of Mary, on the twenty-fifth
of March, nine months before the birth of Christ. The
twenty-fifth of March is a day well to remember. It was on
the twenty-fifth of March, at three o’clock in the afternoon,
that Adam, the first man, was created in the first week of
creation. The day was a Friday.
It was on the twenty-fifth of March, we repeat again, at
three o’clock in the afternoon, that Mary the Virgin said,
“Behold the handmaid of the Lord: be it done to me according to thy word” — at which moment, “the Word was made
flesh and dwelt among us.” The time was three o’clock. The
day was a Friday.
No one can ever forget these days, or dates, or hours, or
events, who truly loves God in eternity, the Word made flesh
in time, and Mary, the Mother of God.
The Angel Gabriel’s greetings to the Blessed Virgin Mary
were three, and Our Lady’s replies were, of course, three.
Her first reply was a gesture of perplexity indicating, “What
manner of greeting is this?” Her second reply was a question, “How shall this be done, since I know not man?” And
her third reply was a consent, “Behold the handmaid of the
Lord: be it done to me according to thy word.”
Gabriel also informed Mary that, by a special providence
of God, her cousin Elizabeth, a woman both sterile and too
old to bear a child, was already six months with one, because
no word was impossible with God.
Our Lady was fourteen years, six months and seventeen
days when the Incarnation took place. It was, as we have
said, three o’clock on Friday afternoon, on March 25. It was
in the first month of Mary’s potential motherhood. It was in

the very first month in which she moved from the state of
girlhood into the cycle of womanhood and fertility. She became maternal and fruitful by the power of the Holy Ghost,
and her Child was the Second Person of the Blessed Trinity,
taking to Himself a human nature from the one little mother
of His choice.
It is very important for us to remember all these details
with most reverential and respectful attention, if we truly
love Mary, the Mother of God. “Blessed is the fruit of thy
womb,” Elizabeth was to say to her, and we continue to
say to her in every Hail Mary of our life. And this greeting means, “Blessed is the first and only fruit of thy womb,”
which is Jesus.
It will be well for us once more to stop and pay loving
honor in remembrance and in respect to the house in which
God became man. It was the beautiful little house in the
town of Nazareth, where Mary herself was conceived. It was
the cottage of the Immaculate Conception, and of the Incarnation. No other house in the whole history of the world
has ever been so honored, so sanctified, by what has occurred within its shelter — the conception of Mary and the
Incarnation of God. In the year 1291, at the end of the last
Crusade — when Jews and Turks were invading the town of
Nazareth for the purpose of destroying this holy little house
— it was miraculously taken off its foundation and carried
through the air, to the country of Dalmatia, hundreds of
miles away. (See article “The Holy House of Loreto”)
As one enters this holy house, one sees inscribed on the
walls, by way of warning and welcome: “Christian pilgrim,
you have before your eyes the Holy House of Loreto, venerable throughout the world on account of the divine mysteries
accomplished in it and the glorious miracles herein wrought.
It was here the most holy Mary, Mother of God, was born,
here that she was saluted by the Angel, here that the Eternal
Word of God was made flesh.” It was given a special feast day
all for itself, on the tenth of December. ■
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Guest Column

why philosophy xxiv: ideas and phantasms

I

wake up in the morning.
First, I hear my obnoxious
alarm; then I open my eyes
in order to see the noisy thing
and, taking it into my hands, I
desperately feel around for the
button to shut it off. (Whew, I
Br. Lawrence, M.I.C.M., Tert.
guess I’m awake now!) A fairly
routine process that most of us
have engaged in sometime in our lives.
Three of my five outer senses were employed in this
process: hearing, sight and touch. Each sense received its
own impression, its own phantasm, and each individual
impression was registered somewhere in my brain. The sense
impressions were specific. I saw and felt this particular alarm
clock and heard it making this particular sound.
Had I never encountered the alarm or heard its sound
before, my intellect would have immediately abstracted the
essence from those phantasms. My idea of the alarm clock,
even if it had no name as of yet, would apply to all alarm
clocks. Because an alarm clock is a universal idea, meaning
it applies to all alarm clocks, I would immediately be able
to identify other such devices. Once I have named the thing
an “alarm clock” I could even define it: a device that keeps
time, which you can set to make a noise at a particular time,
especially to wake you from sleep.
Phantasms are in the order of sense. Everything about
them and the process of forming them is material. The object
is sensed by a material organ; the sense impression is conveyed to the brain and stored there in the sense memory. All
sentient beings have phantasms, from the smallest bug to the
biggest whale.
Ideas are purely abstract. They are stored in the intellect,
although the brain is necessary in order for us to think. Immediately upon receipt of a sense impression, the intellect
abstracts an essence from the phantasm. There is no image of
an idea. An image of a tree in the imagination is not an idea.
It helps us think about the abstract idea, but it is not the
idea itself. Even though it is invisible, the idea has captured
the essence of the object and all other objects that share the
same essence in reality. Once our intellects have captured the
essence of a particular tree, we can recognize other trees immediately because they share the same essence. Phantasms are
stored in the brain, which is a physical organ; ideas are stored
in the intellect, which is a spiritual faculty.
Phantasms and ideas are both media of knowledge. They
are the means by which we gain knowledge about the outside
world. It is important to understand that we know the real
world around us by way of phantasms and ideas; we do not
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simply know our ideas and phantasms. They are the means
that we use to know objective reality.
It’s a bit humbling to consider that a dog or cat might
have similar sense impressions, and if properly trained,
could do the same thing — shut off the alarm. (It’s not so
bad when I recall that, upon waking up in the morning, I’m
probably functioning at the level of a house pet!) But no
dog or cat would have been able to consider the time of the
doctor’s appointment, decide upon the time the alarm should
ring, and set it for that time. These actions involve ideas,
which are abstract. And ideas are found in the intellect,
which neither dogs nor cats possess.
Let us suppose we maintain that we know only our ideas
and phantasms rather than they are the means of knowing
objects outside of ourselves. This position forces us to say
that we cannot know reality. The error is called Subjectivism
or Idealism, which says we know our ideas but cannot know
the real things that are conveyed by those ideas. This was the
major error of Immanuel Kant and all of his followers.
One of the most frequent problems in philosophy has
been confusing phantasms with ideas. Phantasms are the sense
impressions we receive from real objects. The objects are
physical; they are apprehended by the senses and stored in
the brain. Any sentient animal can do the same. Phantasms
are literally the impressions made by real objects as received
by the senses. The senses are in contact with and perceive
reality. This is the first step of how we know things outside
of ourselves. We get a sense impression of an individual object — a particular tree, bird, horse, man, etc. If it is visual,
many of us can close our eyes and, in our imaginations, see
the image of that individual object.
If we confuse phantasms with ideas we can easily fall into
the errors ranging from Materialism, Relativism, and Subjectivism to Eastern Mysticism. The reasoning goes: since all
sentient beings have phantasms, including humans and all
animals, therefore we are no different from animals. Because
we are no different from animals, either none of us has an
immortal soul (Materialism) or all animals and humans
have one. If they all share the same general soul, the error is
Eastern Mysticism. And, if all we know is our ideas and not
the real world, the error is Subjectivism upon which follows
Moral Relativism.
To keep straight the relationship between phantasms,
ideas and the objective world, it’s good to bear in mind the
following relationship: objective reality—>sense impression—>phantasm—>idea—>term (language). We encounter
an object; we gain one or more sense impressions called
phantasms. Immediately upon getting phantasms, our mind
abstracts the essences and produces ideas. Those ideas can
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then be associated with words and conveyed to others by the
use of language. The most important point: everything goes
back to objective reality. When I describe a tree to another
person, I am talking about a real tree outside of myself; I am
not merely conveying my idea of a tree. In short: we know
reality, the world outside of us, by means of our phantasms
and ideas. We do not know our ideas, we know by the means
of our ideas.
Ultimately, we convey to someone else not the ideas
themselves, nor the phantasms, nor just the words. We share
the essences of real things. All the media — words, ideas and
phantasms — conveyed information about the real world.
This process is partly subjective and partly objective.
While we perceive an object in reality (objective), the means
by which we perceive it, is entirely within us (subjective).
Although we use the brain when we think, it is the mind that
does the thinking and not the brain.
Confused yet? If you are, it is not surprising. Because the
process of forming ideas is such an integral part of our human nature, it requires a good deal of reflection in order to
understand the proper relationship between phantasms and
ideas. Do not become discouraged if you do not get it right
away, or if you “see” it and then you don’t. This is the nature

of purely abstract thought reflecting upon itself.
The most important consideration about phantasms and
ideas is this: they are the means by which we know reality and convey our knowledge of it. The are both media,
something that comes between us and the world around us.
Reality exists, whether we perceive it or not. We close our
eyes and everything around us disappears from view, but it
has not disappeared from existence. We don’t know our ideas
and phantasms. We know objective reality by the means of
our ideas and phantasms.
Brother Francis spent a great deal of time making the
above distinctions in his logic classes. A mistake made at
such a fundamental level has enormous consequences. Much
more could be said about this essential topic, but space is
limited. You may want to follow Brother’s advice and spend
some time learning the proper relationships of phantasms,
ideas and reality.1
After all, a good philosopher really wants to know what is
real. ■
1 The reader is referred to the Saint Augustine Institute course
on Minor Logic for further information. www.catholicism.org/
downloads/Syllabus SAI.pdf
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a prayer for the conversion of america
O Mary, Mother of mercy and Refuge of sinners, we beseech thee, be pleased to look with
pitiful eyes upon poor heretics and schismatics. Thou who art the Seat of Wisdom, enlighten the minds that are miserably enfolded in the darkness of ignorance and sin, that
they may clearly know that the Holy Catholic and Apostolic Roman Church is the one true
Church of Jesus Christ, outside of which neither holiness nor salvation can be found. Finish the work of their conversion by obtaining for them the grace to accept all the truths of
our Holy Faith, and to submit themselves to the supreme Roman Pontiff, the Vicar of Jesus
Christ on earth; that so, being united with us in the sweet chains of divine charity, there
may soon be only one fold under the same one shepherd; and may we all, O glorious Virgin,
sing forever with exultation: Rejoice, O Virgin Mary, thou only hast destroyed all heresies
in the whole world. Amen.
Hail Mary, three times (Pius IX, Raccolta No. 579).

extra ecclesiam nulla salus
Ex Cathedra: “We declare, say, define, and pronounce that it is absolutely necessary for
the salvation of every human creature to be subject to the Roman Pontiff.” (Pope Boniface
VIII, the Bull Unam Sanctam, 1302).

Notes:
• Want to read old Mancipia issues? Go to www.catholicism.org/downloads.html
• Go to www.catholicism.org/novena-ihm.html to join us for the Novena to the
Immaculate Heart of Mary which starts August 14th.
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